
THESIS DEFENSE HUMOR

PsyD dissertation. See more ideas about Phd humor, Dissertation motivation and Phd student. The best thesis defense
is a good offense. Congratulations to .

Again, the thesis defense is a celebratory occasion, so no one is going to mind a joke or two during the talk. I
had to make many model slides from scratch. A month before my defense talk, I hit the gym 3x a week for the
first time in months. Were there some rough areas of the talk? I actually read over my entire thesis multiple
times during my final two weeks and came up with my own list of questions that I thought my committee
would ask me. You can battle this nervousness by showing up well-prepared. Many scientists forget that
although they are an expert on their topic, what seems easy and understandable to them-does not apply to
others outside of their field. Two-drink minimum. To give a good introduction, it might be wise to use slides
that ask a question in between. Think about what it will be like to get up in front of a large audience and show
everyone how you moved a field forward. Slapping him with a glove is optional. Keep in mind that you are
giving a talk to a general audience. Use a Greek Chorus to highlight important points. It also builds your
confidence. Make sure you use the full two weeks to perfect your slides, polish your talk and be very concise
about your words , and review material you are unsure about. This is YOUR moment to show everyone you
are an expert in your field. Or threaten to. Be adventurous with this presentation; this is your last opportunity
to wow the audience with your professional PowerPoint skills. I simply did not have enough time. Simulate
your experiment with a virtual reality system for the spectators. At least go to one so that you have a good idea
of how to TIE the whole story together and give your audience the big picture. Part 2 will be how to finish
your thesis in a timely manner and write a good quality thesis. Defense by proxy. Once your audience
understands why, go on to the next slide and give them your interpretation. Detonate a small nuclear device in
the room. Keep it loose For all the comedians out there, now is the time to exercise your skills! You have to
fight it the best that you can. Surreptitioulsy fill the room with laughing gas. When you watch the talk, ask
yourself what makes it good or bad? Designate a professor to be in charge of turning the strip when the tape
recording beeps. You know your topic better than anyone. It should flow in a logical manner and be smooth.
And the questions that your labmates or friends ask you may just be the same question you will get asked on
your defense day. Simplify it the best that you can and put it in the larger context of your research field.
Previews, cartoons, and the Jimmy Fund. I actually went and got a few talks on DVD the good ones that I
remembered. Have everyone pose for a group photo. Dress in top hat and tails. If you already have most your
slides ready to go, then you are lucky. Start speaking in tongues. You need to give multiple group practice
talks.


